
CHAPTER 14 

REBLOOMING or REMONTANT IRISES 

Definition: A reblooming (RE) iris is one that blooms in the 
Spring and again in the same growing season. 

The Reblooming Iris Society, a section of The AIS, has 
attempted to classify these irises according to behavior patterns 
in the growing season. There are basically five distinguishable 
behavior patterns in modern reblooming irises. 

:t. Rebloomers (Cyclic Rebloomers), the standard for this group, 
are cultivars which complete two distinct cycles of bloom. After 
the spring flowering, there is a second nearly predictable period 
of bloom. 

2. Multiple Blooming Irises send up bloomstalks repeatedly at 
any time throughout the growing season, spring to summer and 
fall. 

3. Repeaters produce additional bloomstalks with unpredictable 
regularity immediately following or shortly thereafter the initial 
Spring bloom season. It is not uncommon for these varieties to 
extend the spring bloom season from four to eight weeks. 

4. Sporadic Rebloomers are varieties which unpredictably 
produce bloomstalks at varying times during the growing 
season. Many occasional rebloomers perform well on the West 
coast and the Southern areas of the United States. While they 
are highly regarded there, they may not show reblooming 
tendencies in colder climates. 

5. Secondary Stalk Rebloomers, although rare, occur when 
rhizomes send up secondary stalks in the same growing 
season. 
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A reblooming iris in any of these five categories should 
produce enough additional bloomstalks to double the total 
number of days of bloom produced annually. 

In addition to genetic background, other factors affect 
reblooming tendencies: 

Cultural practices: It is important to fertilize after the spring 
bloom and also to keep the plants well watered. In some areas, 
if one wishes for the rebloom to develop normally, some 
protection from intense heat may be necessary. 

Climate: Note that the USDA Zones are helpful in determining 
where rebloom may be expected. Once reported to rebloom in 
a hardiness zone, the cultivar is likely to rebloom elsewhere in 
that same zone and, usually, in all higher numbered zones. Hot 
summer temperatures, particularly in the South and Midwest, 
can trigger dormancy as definitive as that caused by frigid 
temperatures at the end of the growth season in other parts of 
the country. The Reblooming Iris Society has an excellent 
Check/1st available with USDA Zones of reported rebloom listed 
for reblooming cultivars. 

GARDEN JUDGING 

The ability of an iris to rebloom should always be considered 
an outstanding characteristic. A rebloomer can be in any 
classification of the genus Iris. The appropriate chapter in this 
Handbookshould be used for judging a rebloomer. As progress 
continues with rebloomers, observant gardeners and judges 
may discover that the garden value of reblooming irises is far 
greater than they have realized. 

A variety which blooms only in the summer or autumn months 
must not be considered a rebloomer, but rather a summer or 
autumn bloomer. To a dedicated rebloomer enthusiast, 
compromise in rebloom dependability and/or flower quality may 
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be acceptable. Nevertheless, one should never rate a variety 
which will rebloom over a "once" bloomer of similar type and 
color if the quality of the flower is inferior. 

EXHIBITION JUDGING 

As with all other irises, a cultivar should be evaluated carefully, 
comparing each entry to what is typical performance for the 
variety being judged. Judge it against its ideal self. Refer to 
appropriate chapters in this Handbook for more specific, 
detailed guidelines. 

To be fair, judge the quality of a reblooming iris as you would 
a non-reblooming iris. Reblooming iris should be of the same 
quality as once-blooming iris. 
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